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A TOWER OF SPECTRA THAT REALIZES A CHAIN COMPLEX

PEDRO A. SUAREZ, S. J.

Abstract. This paper presents the construction of a tower of spectra Yj with

¿.--invariants coming from the relations Sq'(^Sq2' )Sq'( A'Sq2') = 0 in A/A Sq1.

for 0 =sy «s 5 and A = Steenrod algebra mod 2, such that V5 has prescribed homo-

topy groups: f„(T5) = Z (integers) if n — 2'+ ' — 2, and zero otherwise.

I. Introduction. This paper presents an example of a tower of spectra associated

with a chain complex over the Steenrod algebra module A /A Sq1 (A is the mod 2

Steenrod algebra).

A problem which is related to our present task was posed by F. Peterson in 1970

[2]. Peterson asks if there exists an S2-spectrum X(«) with homotopy groups

ir.(\(n)) = \Zl    if/f = 2r"^''^0'

^. 0      otherwise,

and such that the rth stage Postnikov system has /c-invariants coming from the

relations

Sq" + l = 0,

Sq2"+lSq"+l =0,

Sqr~'"+,(---Sq"+l)=0.

Furthermore, the 0th term of the spectrum should be a product of K(Z2,n)X

K(Z2,2'n) X ■ ■ ■ with twisted Hopf algebra structure, so that the homology genera-

tor in dimension « generates a polynomial algebra.

By using an algebraic argument and the work of Segal [3], R. Steiner gives a

positive answer to this question [4].

One can consider an extension of Peterson's problem and ask if there exists a

spectrum (or a tower of spectra) that realizes a relation an+lan = 0, where an may be

perhaps more complicated than Sq2"+l Sq"+l = 0. A simple case is the spectrum bu,

whose tower realization is associated with the relation Sq3 Sq3 = 0 in A/A Sq1. In
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this paper we will construct a tower of spectra with ^-invariants coming from the

relation Sq1 (XSq2 )Sq'(A'Sq2 ) = 0 in A/A Sq', where X: A -» A is the canonical

Thorn antiautomorphism.

We will work in the category of spectra localized at two and homotopy classes of

maps between such spectra. KG(m) will represent the w-fold suspension of the

Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum KG (or KG(0)) for a group G. Thus, KG(m) =

2"'ÄX7(0), and (KG(m))n = K(G, m + «) for all nonnegative integers m, n. bu is the

£2-spectrum representing connective complex AT-theory. The cohomology groups with

coefficients in Z2 of these spectra are well known [5].

II. Statement of results. First, we wish to state

Proposition 1. Let Dk = A/A Sq1 anddk = Sql(XSq2") for k>l. Then

e:Dl*-D2*-D3*r---^DkrDk+l  «-  ■■■
d\        d2        d3 dk dk+l

is a chain complex.

The proof of this proposition rests on

Lemma 2. The following relations hold in A/A Sq' for k > 1

(a) Sq1(^Sq2i) = Sq2tlSq'(XSq2i-1);

(b) (*Sq2t)Sq'(*Sq2i+l)=0;

(c) Sq'(*Sq2i + ')Sq'(;rSq2t)=0.

Finally, the main result is

Theorem 3. The following tower of fibrations of spectra realizes a finite portion of G

(for 1 «;jfc<6):

KZ(62) -> Y5
75

I
KZ(30) - T4

j»

I
KZ(\4) -» Y3

h

I
KZ(6) -* Y2

h

I
KZ(2) -* 7,

j\
I

KZ(0) = Y0

KZ(63)
"4

KZ(3\)
"3

KZ(\5)
«2

KZ(1)

KZ(3)
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where

u0 = ¿?Sq2(z0)    (b = Bockstein homomorphism),

ux = Sq2(t>5),   with v5 — nonzero generator of H5 (2,5bu; Z),

M2 = Sq4Sq2Sq,(ü8) = (*Sq7)ü8   and   vg E H*(Y2; Z2),

«3 = Sq8Sq4Sq,(e18) = (*Sq,3)t>18   and   vxs È H]S(Y3; Z2),

w^Sq^Sq^qH^g)    and   v3S E H3*(YA; Z2).

Furthermore, the homotopy groups of the spectrum Y5 are

«¿Y5) = Z   /// = 2* - 2, 1 «S A: «£ 6,
0   otherwise.

HI. Proofs of 1,2 and 3. The proof of Proposition 1 clearly rests on the assertion

of Lemma 2(c). Lemma 2(a) is proved by mathematical induction and the use of the

relation

*(Sq2"-*) = Sq2""' Sq2"-2 • • • Sq2'"' (xSq2^'-*)

for any integers «, k such that « > k > 1 (see [1]). 2(b) is proved by using 2(a) and

the Adem relation Sq2"- ' Sq" = 0. 2(c) follows immediately from (b).

The proof of Theorem 3 involves the construction of a Postnikov tower (the

T-tower) and then an induced tower of spectra Yk (1 < k < 6). The final picture

looks like this:

KZ(62)

KZ(30)

KZ(U)

KZ(6)

KZ(2)

KZ(Q)

Ja

"}

«2

I
Vbu =

= Id "o h

KZ(63)

KZ(3\)

KZ(15)

KZ(1)

KZ(3)

The following is a sketch of the construction of this double tower of spectra. A

more detailed discussion can be found in [6].

l./0 E H\I,3bu; Z) = [Ir'bu, KZ(3)] corresponds to the generator 1.
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2. Each Ti+] is induced by f over the path fibration of the Eilenberg-Mac Lane

spectrum KZ(2,+2 - 1) for 0 < i < 4.

3. aQ E [KZ(0), 23bu] is such that/0a0 = bSq2(i0) E [KZ(0), KZ(3)], where b is

the Bockstein homomorphism in cohomology and ;0 is the bottom class in

H°(KZ(0); Z).

4. Tx s 25fcw. This can be seen by considering the sequence of fibrations 2"+36m

-> 2"+'Zw -* /CZ(« + 1), obtained by Bott periodicity.

5. The T-tower is constructed as follows:

f0 = nonzero generator of H3(1,3bu; Z),

/, = Sq2(u5) 6 ff7(25k; Z),   where v5 = nonzero generator of H5(1,5bu; Z),

/2 = Sq4Sq2Sq'(ü8)E//15(72;Z),

/3 = Sq8Sq4Sq'(ül8)E//31(r3;Z),

/4=Sq'6Sq8Sq'(t;38)E//63(7;;Z),

where each vm appears by exactness of the long exact sequence in cohomology of

each fibration (m = 2* + 1 + 2*~' — 2; k = 2,3,4) and each fk is an integer class

(0 « k < 4).

6. The K-tower is induced over the 7-tower in the following way. At the first stage

we have

KZ(2)

/ I \

y, -      25¿>« -.     PKZ(3)

kz(o)    ->    i/bu ->    #z(3)
"o /o

where a0 E [#Z(0), 23¿>u] such that

f0a0 = bSq2(i0) G[KZ(0), KZ(3)] s H3(KZ(0); Z).

Then y, is the total spectrum over the path fibration KZ(2) =* PKZ(3) -» A^Z(3)

induced by/0a0. By the functorial properties of induced fibrations, y, is equivalent

to the total spectrum induced by a0 over the fibration KZ(2) =» ~Z5bu -* ?,3bu, so

there exists a map ax: Yx -* 256w.

Taking the composition of a, with /, E [7",, /CZ(7)] we obtain a map /,a, E

[y,, ÄZ(7)] which induces the spectrum Y2 over the path fibration KZ(6) =* PKZ(1)

-* KZ(1), and the process can be repeated again, obtaining «A = /AaA (0 < /c < 4).

7. The following diagram illustrates how cohomology classes are mapped at each

level of the tower in their respective long exact cohomology sequences (the rings on

the right indicate the coefficients in cohomology and t is transgression):
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k = 0 i2 h»        bSq2(i0) (Z)i -1    \    U/ \       J

,3/i2 \-*       SqJ(/0) (Z2)

v5 ¡-* Sq i2 \->       0 (Z2)

Sq2(ü5) h* Sq'(XSq4)/2 (Z2)

fc=l i6 ¿        Sq2(ü5) (Z)

ü8 h» Sq2/6 \->         0 (Z2)

(XSq>8 h* Sq'(XSq8)/6 (Z2)

* = 2 /,4 ¿       (*Sq>8 (Z)

ulg h^ (*Sq4)/14 ^        0 (Z2)

(XSq'3)ü|8 ^ Sq'(XSq'6)/,4 (Z2)

fc = 3 /3Ü        ¿ *Sq13(t>18) (Z)

74*

^38 •-> (*Sq8)/30        ^ 0 (Z2)

Sq'6Sq8Sq'(i>38) h+        Sq'(.YSq32),30 (Z2)

fc = 4 i62       h.       Sql6Sq8Sq'(t;38) (Z)

u78        ¿ (*Sq'6)/62       ^        0 (Z2)

Sq32Sq16Sq'o78        h>       SqUSq64)/62 (Z2)

8. It remains to show that this tower realizes (or is associated with) the chain

complex 6. By Lemma 2,

í/^+, = Sq'(A-Sq2i + ,)Sq'(A-Sq2') =0    mod A/A Sq'

for all nonnegative integers k. But we also have for 1 *£ k *£ 5:

0 = Sq'*Sq2i + 'Sq';rSq2\/2<_2) = Sq'XSq2'*>jf_ .(Sq2*' Sq^Sq'^.)),

letting s = 2k + 2k~2 - 2. We note that

Sq2'  'Sq^Sq'U) =t(/>,_,).

Thus, we obtain

0 = Sq'ZSq2Í+)A*_,T(/24+l_2)=7*_,TSq'XSq2Á,'(/2^,_2).
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The homotopy groups of the spectrum Y5 are those stated in the theorem, as can

be easily checked from the diagram, by the exact homotopy sequence at each stage.

Technical difficulties with this method preclude our going higher and obtaining an

infinite tower. Concretely, it is not clear that a class vs E H'(Yk; Z2) exists (s =

2*+i + 2*-1 - 2; t = 2k+2 - 1) such that Sq2*Sq2' ' Sq'(us) is an integer class for

every k > 5.
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